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SECTION 1 
In a recent paper [3], Riordan has obtained the binomial identity 
where k = k, + ... + k, and the summation is over all nonnegative 
k 1 ,..., k, such that 
k, t % + -1. + nk, = n. (2) 
(There is an unfortunate typographical error in the statement of this 
identity in [3].) 
The object of the present note is to give a simple proof of (1) and indeed 
of the slightly more general fomula 
where k = k, + ... + k, , the summation is over all nonnegative k, ,..., k, 
satisfying (2) and p is arbitrary. 
SECTION 2 
We shall make use of the following formula proved in [I]: 
.f (P+2sl+3%+4s,+.-.)! @@ . . . 
I 1 
s,=o Sl* %2- s3. ’ ... (p + Sl + 2s, + .--)! (1 + 241 + u3 + u3 + *.*y1+3=+... 
_ (1 + Ul + u-2 + 243 + -*->p+l 
1 - 241 - 2U, - 32.4 - *.* (P = 0, 1, 2Y.h (4) 
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where the series 
Ul + 4 + u3 + ... 
is absolutely convergent. It follows easily from (4) that 
so,81,; . ..= o so! bp! ;!sr .y”; J1 FL2 +‘.!. .)! 
x (1 + U. + U1~~~~~.::.)~Dt2s~+~~~+... 
= (1 + uo + Ul + 24 + --*>,+1 
1 -U,-2u2-33u,--.. 
(p = 0, 1, 2 )... ). 
Moreover, if we take all ui = 0 except u,-~ , (5) yields 
a formula usually proved by means of the Lagrange-Btirmann expansion 
[2, p. 126, no. 2161. 
In (5) take 
ui= l- 
( 1 i+l 
ui+l (i = 0, 1, 2 )... ). 
Then clearly 
and 
1 + U. + U1 + U2 + *** = (1 + U)’ 
(7) 
1 - 5 izli = (1 + zq’l(l - (r - 1)U). 
i=l 
Thus (5) becomes 
y  so I s1 
5 
(p + .$, + 2S1 + 3S2 + . ..)! 0 0 1 2 ... ~so+2s1+3s2+“’ 
s,,s,.s2,...=o So! Sl! hi . . . cp + s1 + zs2 + . . . I !  (1 + uy(so+3~I+3~2+-~ 
Now put 
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where k = k, + ..- + k, and the summation is over all nonnegative 
k 1 ,..., k, such that 
kl + 2k, + ... + nk, = n. 
Then (8) implies 
By (10) and (6) we have 
and therefore 
S(n, r,p) = (,‘7”‘). 
This completes the proof of (3). 
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